
ON I/OM

IHARA’S QUESTION / ODA–MATSUMOTO CONJECTURE

FLORIAN POP

Abstract. In this note we prove a pro-` abelian-by-central form of Ihara’s question / Oda-
Matsumoto conjecture I/OM over arbitrary fields k0, thus in particular over Q, and show
how this implies the full profinite I/OM over k0. In particular, one gets a non-tautological
topological/combinatorial description of the absolute Galois group Galk0 , thus of Aut(Q).

1. Introduction

The aim of this paper is to give a positive answer to a question by Ihara from the 1980’s,
which in the 1990’s became a conjecture by Oda–Matsumoto, for short I/OM. The I/OM
is about giving a topological/combinatorial description of the absolute Galois group of
the rational numbers. Actually a stronger result will be proved here, namely the pro-`
abelian-by-central form of the I/OM. Before announcing the result, let me explain the
question/conjecture I/OM in detail.

Let k0 ⊂ C be a fixed subfield, e.g., a number field, and k ⊆ C be the algebraic closure
of k0 inside C. For every geometrically integral k0-variety X, let X := X ×k0 k be the base
change to k, and let π(X) := π1(X, ∗) denote the algebraic fundamental group of X, where
∗ is a geometric point of X above k (which we will not mention anymore in order to simplify
notations), thus ∗ defines the absolute Galois group Galk0 of k0. Then one has an exact
sequence of étale fundamental groups:

1→ π(X)→ π1(X)→ Galk0 → 1.

Let Gout be the category whose objects are the profinite groups above Galk0 , i.e., diagrams of
continuous morphisms of profinite groups of the form pG : G→ Galk0 , and whose morphisms
are continuos outer morphisms above Galk0 , i.e., for given pG : G→ Galk0 , pH : H → Galk0 ,
one has HomGout(G,H) := {f ◦ InnH0 | f : G → H with pG = pH ◦ f}, where InnH0 are
the automorphisms of H defined by conjugation with elements from ker(pH). Note that
if the center of Galk0 is trivial, which is usually the case in arithmetical situations, then
InnH0 are precisely the inner automorphisms of H which have trivial image in Aut(Galk0).
In particular, in the above geometric situation, we have that Out

(
π(X)

)
= AutGout(π(X)

)
,

and the ambiguity resulting from choices of base points above k vanishes. Further, the
canonical exact sequence above gives rise to a representation ρX : Galk0 → Out

(
π(X)

)
=
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AutGout(π(X)
)
, and by the functoriality of π1, the collection of all the representations (ρX)X ,

is compatible with the base changes of k0-morphisms f : X → Y of geometrically integral
k0-varieties. In particular, for every small category V of geometrically integral varieties
over k0, its algebraic fundamental group functor πV : V → Gout, X 7→ π(X), gives rise to a
representation

ρV : Galk0 → Aut
(
πV
)
,

where Aut
(
πV
)

is the automorphism group of πV . In down to earth terms, the elements

Φ ∈ Aut
(
πV
)

are the families Φ = (ΦX)X∈V , ΦX ∈ Out
(
π(X)

)
= AutGout(π(X)

)
, which are

compatible with π(f) : π(X)→ π(Y ) for all morphisms f : X → Y in V .

Recall that π(X) is nothing but the profinite completion of the topological fundamen-
tal group πtop

1

(
X(C), ∗

)
of the “good” topological space X(C), thus π(X) is an object of

topological/combinatorial nature. Following Grothendieck, one should give a new descrip-
tion of Galk0 by finding categories V for which ρV maps Galk0 injectively into Aut

(
πV
)

and

im
(
ρV
)
⊆ Aut

(
πV
)

has a “nice” description. If so, then via the isomorphism ρV , we would
have a new non-tautological description of Galk0 . For k0 = Q, Grothendieck suggested
to study πV , for V sub-categories of the Teichmüller modular tower T of all the moduli
spaces Mg,n. For instance, if V0 = {M0,4,M0,5} endowed with “connecting homomorphisms,”

Aut
(
πV0

)
is the famous Grothendieck–Teichmüller group ĜT , which was intensively studied

first by Drinfel’d [Dr], Ihara [I1], [I2], [I3], Deligne [De], followed later on by several oth-
ers, e.g. Hain–Matsumoto [H–M], Harbater–Schneps [H–Sch], Ihara–Matsumoto [I–M],
Lochak–Schneps [L–Sch], Nakamura–Schneps [N–Sch], etc.

Concerning the nature of ρV in general, little is known, and the situation is quite mys-
terious. Nevertheless, for the injectivity of ρV in the case k0 = Q, one has: First, Drin-

fel’d remarked that using Belyi’s Theorem [Be] it follows that ρV is injective, provided
X := M0,4 = P1\{0, 1,∞} lies in V . Further, Voevodsky showed that the same is true
if X ∈ V with X some affine open in a curve of genus one, and Matsumoto [Ma] showed
that the same holds if X ∈ V for some affine hyperbolic curve X, and finally, Hoshi–

Mochizuki [H–M] proved that ρV is injective as soon as V contains at least one hyperbolic
curve. The question about the surjectivity of the representation ρV , is less understood, and
Ihara asked in the 1980’s whether ρV is an isomorphism, provided k0 = Q and V is the
category of all the (geometrically integral) Q-varieties. Finally, based on some “motivic
evidence,” Oda–Matsumoto conjectured in the 1990’s that the answer to Ihara’s Question
should be positive. The author showed (in 1999, unpublished), that the answer to I/OM
is positive —for even more general fields, thus giving a positive answer to I/OM. Finally,
André [An] developed the theory of the tempered fundamental group and introduced the re-

sulting p-adic tempered variant ĜTp of the Grothendieck–Teichmuülcer groups ĜT , and using
those techniques (re)proved that the I/OM holds over p-adic fields.

We now formulate the pro-` abelian-by-central I/OM, which implies the usual I/OM. Let
π(X) → Πc

X → ΠX be the pro-` abelian-by-central, respectively pro-` abelian, quotients
of π. Since the kernels in this exact sequence are characteristic subgroups, there are canonical
projections Out

(
π(X)

)
→ Out(Πc

X)→ Out(ΠX). Therefore, for every category V as above,
the canonical morphisms of functors πV → Πc

V → ΠV give rise to group homomorphisms
Aut
(
πV
)
→ Aut

(
Πc
V
)
→ Aut

(
ΠV
)
. Further, Z×` acts by multiplication on ΠX , and that
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action lifts to an action on Πc
X (by general group theoretical non-sense). Letting Autc

(
ΠV
)

be the image of Aut
(
Πc
V
)

in Aut
(
ΠV
)

modulo Z×` , we get a representation as above:

ρc
V : Galk0 → Autc

(
ΠV
)
.

Classical pro-` abelian-by-central I/OM:
Prove that ρc

V : Galk0 → Autc
(
ΠV
)

is an isomorphism in the case k0 = Q and V = VarQ.

We will actually prove a much stronger/more precise assertion than the above classical
pro-` abelian-by-central I/OM, which holds over arbitrary base fields k0 and is as follows:

Let k0 be an arbitrary field, and U0 := P1\{0, 1,∞}×k0 be the k0-tripod with parameter t0
(terminology by Hoshi–Mochizuki). For every geometrically integral k0-variety X, and a
basis {Ui}i of Zariski (affine) open neighborhoods of the generic point ηX of X, we consider
the category VX = {Ui}i∪{U0} with morphisms the inclusions Ui′ ↪→ Ui and all the dominant
k0-morphisms ϕi : Ui → U0. Then Aut

(
VX
)

= 1 is trivial, thus the automorphism group

of ΠVX are the systems (Φi)i with Φi ∈ Autc
(
ΠUi

)
and Φ0 ∈ Autc

(
ΠU0

)
such that for all

Ui′ ↪→ Ui and ϕi : Ui → U0, the resulting diagrams below are commutative:

ΠUi′

Φi′−→ ΠUi′
ΠUi

Φi−→ ΠUiycan
ycan

yΠ(ϕi)
yΠ(ϕi)

ΠUi

Φi−→ ΠUi
ΠU0

Φ0−→ ΠU0

Note that every k0 embedding ıt : k0(t0) ↪→ k0(X), t0 7→ t, originates from some dominant
k0 morphism ϕi : Ui → U0 for Ui sufficiently small. Therefore, every (Φi)i gives rise to an
automorphism Φ ∈ Autc

(
ΠK

)
which satisfies: For every embedding ıt : k0(t0) ↪→ k0(X),

t0 7→ t ∈ k0(X), and the corresponding projection pt : ΠK → ΠU0
one has:

pt ◦ Φ = Φ0 ◦ pt, thus Φ
(

ker(pt)
)

= ker(pt).

This suggests that a possible way to prove pro-` abelian-by-central I/OM type assertions
is to prove their birational form, which is the following stronger assertion: First, we say
that Φ ∈ Autc

(
ΠK

)
is compatible with pt : ΠK → ΠU0

, if Φ
(

ker(pt)
)

= ker(pt). Second,

to fix notations, let Autc
U0

(
ΠK

)
⊆ Autc

(
ΠK

)
be the group of all Φ ∈ Autc

(
ΠK

)
which are

compatible with all the projections pt, and notice that by the discussion above, one has a
canonical embedding Autc

(
ΠVX

)
↪→ Autc

U0

(
ΠK

)
. The stronger assertion we have in mind is:

Pro-` abelian-by-central I/OM for k0(X): Every Φ ∈ Autc
U0

(
ΠK

)
originates from Galk0.

Let V be a category of geometrically integral k0-varieties which for every X ∈ V contains
some VX as defined/introduced. For X, Y in V and VX = {Ui}i∪{U0} and VY = {Vj}j∪{U0}
contained in V , we say that VX dominates VY , denoted VY ≺ VX , if for every Vj ∈ VY there
exists Ui ∈ VX and a dominant morphism Ui → Vj in V . We finally say that V is connected,
if for every X, Y in V there exist varieties X0, . . . , X2m in V such that X0 = X, X2m = Y
and for i ≥ 0 one has: dim(X2i+1) > 1, and VX2i

,VX2i+2
≺ VX2i+1

.

Theorem 1.1. Let k0 be an arbitrary field. In the above notations the following hold:

1) Let X be a geometrically integral k0-variety with dim(X) > 1. Then the canonical
homomorphisms ρc

VX : Galk0 → Autc
(
ΠVX

)
↪→ Autc

U0

(
ΠK

)
are isomorphisms.
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2) Let V be a connected category of geometrically integral k0-varieties. Then the canon-
ical homomorphisms ρc

V : Galk0 → Autc
(
ΠV
)

is an isomorphism.

Therefore, the pro-` abelian-by-central I/OM holds for the categories VX and V over k0.

As a corollary of Theorem 1.1 one has the following strengthening of the classical I/OM:
For X and VX as above, replacing the geometric pro-` abelian-by-central fundamental group
by the full geometric fundamental group π1, and reasoning as above, is follows that the
absolute Galois group GK equals the projective limit of all the π1(Ui), Ui ∈ VX . Further,
by taking projective limits, every automorphism Φ = (Φi)i ∈ AutGout(πV) gives rise to
an automorphism Φ ∈ Out(GK) compatible with all the projections pt : GK → ΠU0

, i.e.,

pt ◦ Φ = Φ0 ◦ pt. Finallu, let AutU0

(
GK
)

be the group of all such (outer) automorphisms of
GK .

Theorem 1.2. Let k0 have char(k0) = 0. In the above notations the following hold:

1) Let X be geometrically integral k0-variety with dim(X) > 1. Then the canonical
homomorphisms ρVX : Galk0 → Aut

(
πVX

)
↪→ AutU0

(
GK
)

are isomorphisms.

2) Let V be a connected category of geometrically integral k0-varieties. Then the canon-
ical homomorphism ρV : Galk0 → Aut

(
πV
)

is an isomorphism.

Therefore, the full profinite I/OM holds for the categories VX and V over k0.

The main tool in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the main result of Pop [P3] supplemented
by the fact that in the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 one can recover the total decomposition
graph GDtot

K
of K = k(X), as introduced/defined in Pop [P3], see section 2, as well as

its geometric rational quotients, see section 3 of this manuscript. Moreover, the recipe to
recover this information about K|k in preserved under automorphisms Φ ∈ Autc

U0

(
ΠK), see

Propositions 2.5 and 3.5 below. Thus by the main result of Pop [P3] it follows that such
automorphisms Φ originate from geometry, i.e., there exists ε ∈ Z×` such that ε ·Φ is defined
by some automorphism φ : K i|k → K i|k. One concludes by showing that φ is a power of
Frobenius on k0(X)i, thus up to Frobenius twists φ is the prolongation of a unique τ ∈ Galk0

to K i = k(X)i under the base change k0(X)i ↪→ k(X)i = K i. The proof of Theorem 1.2 relies
heavily on the proof of Theorem 1.1, but employes some little extra ideas too, see section 5.

Thanks: I would like to thank all who showed interested in this work, among whom:
Yves André, Ching-Li Chai, Pierre Deligne, Jakob Stix and Tamás Szamuely for technical
discussions and help, Pierre Lochak for insisting that these facts should be properly investi-
gated, and Viktor Abrashkin, Mihnyong Kim, Hiroaki Nakamura, Mohamed Saidi and Akio
Tamagawa for discussions at the INI Cambridge during the NAG Programme in 2009.

2. Recovering the decomposition graphs

A) Recalling general facts

Let k be an algebraically closed field with char(k) 6= `, and K|k a function field with
d := td(K|k) > 1.

Recall that a prime divisor of K|k is a discrete valuation v of K which is trivial on k and
has as residue field Kv a function field with td(Kv|k) = td(K|k)− 1. Further, a valuation v
of K|k is called a prime r-divisor if v is the valuation theoretical composition v = vr ◦ · · · ◦v1,
where v1 is a prime divisor of K, and inductively, vi+1 is a prime divisor of the residue
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function field Kvi |k, where vi := vi ◦ · · · ◦ v1. By definition, the trivial valuation will be
considered a generalized prime divisor of rank zero. Finally note that r ≤ td(K|k), and that
in the above notations, one has vr(K

×) ∼= Zr lexicographically.

Next recall that a valuation v of K|k, which is not necessarily trivial on k, is called a quasi
prime divisor of K|k if, fist, vK/vk ∼= Z as abstract groups, and Kv |kv is a function field with
td(Kv |kv) = td(K|k) − 1, and second, no proper coarsening of v satisfies these properties.
Further, a valuation v is called a quasi prime r-divisor of K|k if v is a valuation theoretical
composition v = vr ◦ · · · ◦ v1, where v1 is a quasi prime divisor of K|k, and inductively, vi+1

is a quasi prime divisor of the residue function field Kvi |kvi, where vi := vi ◦ · · · ◦ v1.

Note that the quasi prime divisors of K|k are precisely the quasi prime 1-divisors of K|k.
Further, the prime r-divisors of K|k are precisely the quasi prime r-divisors of K|k which
are trivial on k.

• The total (quasi) prime divisor graph (See Pop [P1] for more on quasi prime divisors.)

We define the total prime divisor graph Dtot
K of K|k to be the half-oriented graph as follows:

a) The vertices of Dtot
K are the residue fields Kv of all the generalized prime divisors v

of K|k viewed as distinct function fields.

b) For v = vr ◦ · · · ◦ v1 and w = ws ◦ · · · ◦ w1, the edges from Kv to Kw are as follows:

i) If v = w, then the trivial valuation v/w = w/v of Kv = Kw is the only edge
from Kv = Kw to itself; and it is by definition a non-oriented edge.

ii) If Kv 6= Kw, then the set of edges from Kv to Kw is non-empty iff s = r + 1
and vi = wi for 1 ≤ i ≤ r; and if so, then ws = w/v is the only edge from Kv
to Kw, and it is by definition an oriented edge.

We define the total quasi prime divisor graph Qtot
K of K|k in the same way as the total prime

divisor graph was defined, but considering as vertices all the generalized quasi prime divisors
instead of the generalized prime divisors of K|k. Notice that Dtot

K ⊂ Qtot
K is a full subgraph.

Finally, the total (quasi) divisor graph of K|k has the following functorial properties:

1) Embeddings. Let ı : L|l ↪→ K|k be an embedding of function fields which maps l
isomorphically onto k. Then the canonical restriction map of valuations ValK → ValL,
v 7→ v|L, gives rise to a surjective morphism of the total (quasi) prime divisor graphs which
we denote ϕı : Dtot

K → Dtot
L and ϕı : Qtot

K → Qtot
L .

2) Restrictions. Given a generalized (quasi) prime divisor v of K|k, let Dtot
v ⊂ Qtot

v be
the set of all the generalized prime, respectively quasi prime, divisors w of K|k with v ≤ w.
Then the map Qtot

v → ValKv, w 7→ w/v, is an isomorphism of Qtot
v onto the total quasi

prime divisor graph of Kv |kv. And if v is a prime divisor, the above map also defines an
isomorphism form Dtot

v onto the total prime divisor graph of Kv|k.

• The total (quasi) decomposition graph (See Pop [P3], section 3, for more details.)

Let K|k be as above. For every valuation v of K we denote by Tv ⊆ Zv the iner-
tia/decomposition groups of v in ΠK . Recall that for every prime divisor v of K|k one
has Tv ∼= Z`, and for every prime r-divisor v one has Tv ∼= Zr` . Further, for generalized prime
divisors v and w one has: Zv∩Zw 6= 1 if and only if v,w are not independent as valuations,
i.e., O := OvOw 6= K; and if so, then O is the valuation ring of a generalized prime divisor
u of K|k which turns out to be the unique generalized prime divisor with Tu = Tv ∩Tw, and
also the unique generalized prime divisor of K|k maximal with the property Zv, Zw ⊆ Zu.
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In particular, v = w iff Tv = Tw iff Zv = Zw. Further, v < w iff Tv ⊂ Tw strictly iff
Zv ⊃ Zw strictly, and Tw/Tv ∼= Zs−r` if v is a prime r-divisor, and w is a prime s-divisor.

We conclude that the partial ordering of the set of all the generalized prime divisors v of
K|k is encoded in the set of their inertia/decomposition groups Tv ⊆ Zv. In particular, the
existence of the trivial, respectively nontrivial, edge from Kv to Kw in Dtot

K is equivalent to
Tv = Tw, respectively to Tv ⊂ Tw and Tw/Tv ∼= Z`.

Via the Galois correspondence and the functorial properties of the Hilbert decomposition
theory for valuations, we attach to the total prime divisor graph Dtot

K of K|k a graph GDtot
K

whose vertices and edges are in bijection with those of Dtot
K , as follows:

a) The vertices of GDtot
K

are the pro-` groups ΠKv, viewed as distinct pro-` groups.

b) If the edge from Kv to Kw exists, the corresponding edge from ΠKv to ΠKw is
endowed with the pair of groups Tw/v ⊆ Zw/v viewed as subgroups of ΠKv, thus
ΠKw = Zw/v/Tw/v.

The graph GDtot
K

will be called the total decomposition graph of K|k.

In a similar way, we attach to Qtot
K the total quasi decomposition graph of K|k, which we

denote GQtot
K

. Clearly, GDtot
K

is a full subgraph of GQtot
K

.

The functorial properties of the graphs of (quasi) prime divisors translate in the following
functorial properties of the total (quasi) decomposition graphs:

1) Embeddings. Let ı : L|l ↪→ K|k be an embedding of function fields which maps l
isomorphically onto k. Then the canonical projection homomorphism Φı : ΠK → ΠL is an
open homomorphism, and moreover, for every generalized (quasi) prime divisor v of K|k and
its restriction vL to L one has: Φı(Zv) ⊆ ZvL is an open subgroup, and Φı(Tv) ⊆ TvL satisfies:
Φı(Tv) = 1 iff vL has divisible value group, e.g., vL is the trivial valuation. Therefore, Φı

gives rise to morphisms of total (quasi) decomposition graphs

Φı : GDtot
K
→ GDtot

L
, Φı : GQtot

K
→ GQtot

L
.

2) Restrictions. Given a generalized (quasi) prime divisor v of K|k, let prv : Zv → ΠKv

be the canonical projection. Then for every w ≥ v we have: Tw ⊆ Zw are mapped onto
Tw/v ⊆ Zw/v. Therefore, the total (quasi) decomposition graph of Kv |kv can be recovered
from the one of K|k in a canonical way via prv : Zv → ΠKv.

B) Recovering the divisorial subgroups

Recall that in the context of Theorem 1.1, we say that Φ ∈ Autc
(
ΠK

)
is compatible with

the projections if for every k0-embedding ıt : k0(t) ↪→ k0(X), t0 7→ t, and the corresponding
projection pt : ΠK → ΠU0

one has: Φ ◦ pt = pt ◦ Φ0 for some automorphism Φ0 ∈ Aut
(
ΠU0

)
,

where U0 := P1
k\{0, 1,∞} is the tripod.

Proposition 2.1. In the above context and notations, let K := k(X). The following hold:

1) A quasi divisorial subgroup Tv ⊂ Zv is divisorial iff for all projections pt one has: If
pt(Tv) is trivial, then pt(Zv) is either trivial or open in ΠU0

.

2) If Φ ∈ Autc
(
ΠK

)
is compatible with all the projections pt, then Φ maps divisorial

subgroups of ΠK isomorphically onto divisorial subgroups of ΠK.

Proof. We begin by recalling the following basic facts: Let N ⊂ M be an extension of
function fields over algebraically closed base fields l ⊂ k. For a valuation v of M , let
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w := v|N be its restriction to N . Recall that the Abhyankar inequality for v asserts that
td(Kv|kv)+dimQ(Q⊗vM)/vk ≤ td(M |k). We say that v has no transcendence defect, if the
Abhyankar inequality for v is actually an equality. Recall that quasi prime r-divisors have
no transcendence defect. The following hold, see e.g., Kuhlmann [Ku].

a) The valuation v is nontrivial iff the decomposition group Zv of v in ΠM has infinite
index in ΠM .

b) If v has no transcendence defect, then w has no transcendence defect.

c) The canonical projection pr : ΠM → ΠN has open image, and one has: pr(Zv) ⊆ Zw
and pr(Tv) ⊆ Tw are open subgroups too.

To 1): In the context of Theorem 1.1, and notations as above, for every quasi prime divisor
v of K|k, and a function subfield L|k ↪→ K|k, let w := v|L. Then w|k = v|k, thus v is
non-trivial on k iff w is so. For every k0-embedding ıt : k0(t0) → k0(X) ⊂ K, t0 7→ t, one
has im(ıt) = k0(t), and further the following hold:

First suppose that v is a prime divisor of K|k and w be its restriction to k(t). Then by
the discussion above we have: If w is trivial, then Zw = Πk(t), and the image of Zv in Πk(t) is

open. Hence pt(Zv) ⊆ ΠU0
is open. And if w is non-trivial, then Tw = Zw, thus the images

of Zv and Tv in Πk(t) are equal –and equal to some open subgroup of Tw ∼= Z`. Hence pt(Tv)

is trivial iff pt(Zv) is trivial.

Conversely, let v be a quasi prime divisor such that for all pt one has: pt(Tv) = 1 implies
pt(Zv) either open in ΠU0

or trivial. By contradiction, suppose that v is not a prime divisor
of K|k, or equivalently, vk := v|k is non-trivial. Let T = (t1, . . . , td) be a transcendence
basis of k0(X)|k0, such that v(td) has a non-trivial image in v(K×)/v(k×), and t1, . . . , td−1

are v-units and their residues Kv are algebraically independent over kv. Now choose a ∈ k0

with vk(a) < 0, and define ıt : k(t0) → k0(X) ⊆ K by t0 7→ t := at1. Then denoting
by L0 ⊂ k(X) the relative algebraic closure of k(t1, . . . , td−1) in K, and L := L0k, one
has: w := v|L is a constant reduction of L0, hence of L, and Tw = 1. Therefore, since
k(t) ⊂ L we have pt(Tv) = p(Tw) = 1. On the other hand, since t − 1 = t(1 − 1/t) and
w(t) = w(t1) + w(a) < 0, it follows that 1− 1/t is a v-principal unit. But then (1− 1/t)1/`e

lies in the fixed field of Zv for all e > 0, wheres t1/`
e

does not lie in the decomposition field of
v for e sufficiently large. Correspondingly, (1− 1/t0)1/`e are fixed by the image of Zv → ΠU0

for all e, whereas t1/`
e

is not fixed under that image, provided e sufficiently large. We thus
conclude that pt(Zv) ⊂ ΠU0

is non-trivial and not open, in spite of the fact that pt(Tv) = 1,
contradiction!

To 2): By assertion 1) it follows that if Tv ⊂ Zv is a divisorial subgroup of ΠK , the image
Φ(Tv) ⊂ Φ(Zv) is a divisorial subgroup of ΠK too. Thus Φ maps divisorial subgroups of ΠK

isomorphically onto divisorial subgroups of ΠK . �

C) Recovering the total decomposition graph

We begin by recalling some facts from Pop [P4], especially Proposition 3.5 of loc.cit.

Definition 2.2.

1) A flag of generalized (quasi) prime divisors for K|k is any sequence v1 ≤ · · · ≤ vr such
that each vm is a (quasi) prime m-divisor of K|k for 1 ≤ m ≤ r.
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2) A flag of generalized (quasi) divisorial subgroups of ΠK consists of the sequences of the
decomposition/inertia groups Zv1 ≥ · · · ≥ Zvr , Tv1 ≤ · · · ≤ Tvr defined by a flag of
generalized (quasi) prime divisors v1 ≤ · · · ≤ vr.

The main result of this subsection is the following:

Proposition 2.3. In the above context and notations, the following hold:

1) The flags of generalized divisorial subgroups of ΠK can be recovered from GQtot
K

and ΠK

endowed with all the projections pt, as being those flags of generalized quasi divisorial
subgroups Z1 ≥ · · · ≥ Zr, T1 ≤ · · · ≤ Tr, which satisfy Tr ⊂ Inr.tmk(K).

• Thus GDtot
K

can be recovered from GQtot
K

and ΠK endowed with all the projections pt.

2) Let 1 → Tv → Zv
π−→ ΠKv → 1 be canonical exact sequence of generalized prime

divisor v of K|k. Then the generalized divisorial subgroups of ΠKv are the images
π(T ) ⊆ π(Z) of the generalized divisorial subgroups T ⊆ Z in ΠK which satisfy
Z ⊆ Zv and T ⊇ Tv.

3) Every Φ ∈ Autc
U0

(
ΠK) maps the set of all the flags of generalized divisorial subgroups

of ΠK bijectively onto itself, and therefore defines an automorphism Φ : GDtot
K
→ GDtot

K
.

Proof. Recall that we denote by Inr.tm.div(K) ⊂ Inr.tmk(K) the set of all the inertia
elements at prime divisors of K|k, respectively the inertia all all the k-valuations of K|k,
i.e., valuations which are trivial on k. The proof Proposition 2.3 above is virtually identical
with the one of Pop [P4], Proposition 3.5, but using the sets Inr.tm.div(K) ⊂ Inr.tmk(K)
instead of Inr.tm.q.div(K) ⊂ Inr.tm(K), i.e., the set of all the tame quasi divisorial inertia,
respectively the set of all tame inertia elements at all the valuations of K. Therefore, we
will not repeat those arguments here, but only do here the following:

a) Indicate below how to recover Inr.tm.div(K) ⊂ Inr.tmk(K), and show that the
recipe to do so is invariant under Φ ∈ Autc

U0

(
ΠK).

b) Recall the functoriality behavior of Inr.tmk(K) necessary to make the proof from
Pop [P4], Proposition 3.5, work in our situation.

To the first point (a), recall that Proposition 2.1 above gives a recipe to recover the divisorial
subgroups Tv ⊂ Zv of ΠK among all the quasi divisorial subgroups Tv ⊂ Zv. Moreover,
that recipe is invariant under Φ ∈ Autc

U0

(
ΠK), i.e., every such Φ maps divisorial subgroups

Tv ⊂ Zv of ΠK isomorphically onto divisorial subgroups Tw ⊂ Zw of ΠK . Therefore, Φ maps
Inr.tm.div(K) := ∪v Tv (all prime divisors v) homeomorphically onto itself. On the other
hand, by Pop [P2], Introduction, Theorem B, the set Inr.tm.div(K) is dense in Inr.tmk(K).
Hence finally, every Φ ∈ Autc

U0

(
ΠK) maps Inr.tm.div(K) ⊂ Inr.tmk(K) homeomorphically

onto themselves, respectively.

To the second point (b), we recall the following general fact: Let K|k be a function field
with td(K|k) > 1 and k algebraically closed of characteristic 6= `, and Πc

K → ΠK be the
canonical projection. Let Tv ⊂ Zv be a quasi divisorial r-divisor subgroup of K|k, and
Zv1 ≥ · · · ≥ Zvr = Zv, Tv1 ≤ · · · ≤ Tvr = Tv be the corresponding flag of quasi divisorial
subgroups. Then inductively on r it follows that v is a prime r-divisor of K|k if and only if
Tv ⊂ Inr.tmk(K). Thus using the fact that Inr.tmk(K) ⊂ Inr.tm(K) can be recovered in
our context by a group theoretical recipe as indicated above, it follows that in our context
one can distinguish the flags of generalized prime divisors among the flags of generalized
quasi prime divisors. Since the latter can be recovered by [P4], Proposition 3.5, it follows
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that the former can be recovered in our context. Further, let v be a generalized prime
divisor of K|k, and 1 → Tv → Zv

π−→ ΠKv → 1 be its canonical exact sequence. Then
the generalized (quasi) divisorial subgroups of ΠKv are precisely the images π(T ), π(Z) of
the generalized (quasi) divisorial subgroups T, Z in ΠK which satisfy Z ⊆ Zv and T ⊇ Tv.
Finally, every Φ ∈ Autc

(
ΠK

)
maps the set of flags of generalized quasi divisorial subgroups

of ΠK bijectively onto itself, thus defines an automorphism Φ : GQtot
K
→ GQtot

K
. �

3. Recovering the rational quotients

A) Recovering 1-dimensional k0-rational quotients

In the context of Theorem 1.1, let pt : ΠK → ΠU0
be a projection defined by an embedding

ıt : k0(t0) → k0(X) ⊂ K, t0 7→ t. Reasoning as at the beginning of the proof of Proposi-
tion 2.1 above, for v a prime divisor of K|k one has: pt(Zv) ⊂ ΠU0

is open iff v is trivial
on k(t). Let κt ⊂ K be the relative algebraic closure of k(t) in K. Taking into account that
v is trivial on k(t) iff v is trivial on κt, the following are equivalent:

i) pt(Zv) = pt(Tv).

ii) v is non-trivial on κt.

In particular, the set Vκt = Vpt of all the prime divisors v of K|k which are non-trivial on κt,
or equivalently that pt(Zv) = pt(Tv), is detected by the projection pt and can be recovered
from GDtot

K
endowed with pt : ΠK → ΠU0

.

We next give a group theoretical recipe to recover the projection Φκt : ΠK → Πκt from
GDtot

K
endowed with all the divisorial subgroups Tv ⊂ Zv, v ∈ Vκt , which means mutatis

mutandis, from GDtot
K

endowed with pt : ΠK → ΠU0
.

We will do this in a more general setting as follows: Let u ∈ K be any non-constant
function, and let κu ⊂ K be the relative algebraic closure of k(u) in K, and let Vκu be the set
of all the prime divisors of K|k which are non-trivial on κu. The embedding ıu : κu|k ↪→ K|k
gives rise to the group theoretical quotient Φκu : ΠK → Πκu of ΠK , which we call the (group
theoretical) geometric 1-dimensional quotient of ΠK defined by κu|k ↪→ K|k, for short a (group
theoretical) 1-dimensional quotient of ΠK , if κu|k is irrelevant for the context.

We first notice that taking `-adic duals, to give Φκu : ΠK → Πκu is equivalent to giving

the image of the Kummer morphism φ̂κu of Φκu , which is the embedding of the `-adic duals:

φ̂κu : κ̂u = Homcont(Πκu ,Z`) ↪→ Homcont(ΠK ,Z`) = K̂

Recall that for every prime divisor v of K|k, we denote by v : K̂ → Homcont(Tv,Z`) the

`-adic dual of the embedding Tv ↪→ ΠK . And notice that the `-adic completion Ûv of the

v-units Uv ⊂ K× is precisely Ûv = ker(v). We further let v : Ûv → K̂v be the `-adic dual of

ΠK/Tv → ΠKv and notice that ker(v) = Û1
v is precisely the `-adic completion of the group

of principal v-units U1
v ⊂ Uv of v. For a geometric set of prime divisors D for K|k, we define

K̂fin = {xxx ∈ K̂ | v(xxx) = 0 for all but finitely many v ∈ D}

and notice that K̂fin does not depend on the geometric set D of K|k, thus K̂fin is a birational
invariant of K|k. Indeed, for any two geometric sets of prime divisors D,E, their intersection
D ∩ E is geometric too, and both D\D ∩ E and E\D ∩ E are finite, etc. In particular, for

every geometric set of prime divisors D for K|k and every xxx ∈ K̂fin there are only finitely
9



may v ∈ D such that v(xxx) 6= 0. Further, if  : K×→ K̂ is the `-adic completion morphism,

then K(K×) ⊂ K̂fin, hence K̂fin is `-adically dense in K̂. We finally notice that the same is

true correspondingly for the function subfields κu|k, and that under the embedding κ̂u ↪→ K̂

one has κ̂u,fin = κ̂u ∩ K̂fin. And since K̂fin ⊂ K̂ and κ̂u,fin ⊂ κ̂u are `-adically dense subgroups

and κ̂u ↪→ K̂ is a topological embedding, in order to detect the image of κ̂u ↪→ K̂, it is

enough to detect the image of κ̂u,fin ↪→ K̂fin inside K̂.

Proposition 3.1. In the above notations, the following hold:

1) κ̂u,fin = {xxx ∈ K̂fin | ∀ v ∈ Vκu one has: If xxx ∈ Ûv, then v(xxx) = 1}.
2) If pt : ΠK → ΠU0

is the projection defined by some ıt : k0(t)→ k0(X) ⊂ K, then the
quotient Φκt : ΠK → Πκt can be recovered from GDtot

K
and ΠK endowed with pt.

3) Moreover, every Φ ∈ Autc
U0

(
ΠK) maps ker(Φκt) onto itself for all t ∈ k0(X).

Proof. To 1): The direct inclusion “⊆ ” proceed as follows: Recall that v ∈ Vκu iff v is
non-trivial on κu. Hence if v ∈ Vκu , taking into account that κu|k is a function field in one
variable, it follows that the residue field is κuv = k, thus (Uv ∩ κu)v = k, and therefore v is

trivial on the `-adic completion of Uv ∩ κu, which is Ûv ∩ κ̂u.
For the reverse inclusion “⊇ ” one has: Let xxx ∈ K̂fin\ κ̂u,fin and let ∆ be the Z`-submodule

generated by xxx, hence ∆ ⊂ K̂fin. Since one has K̂fin/κ̂u,fin ↪→ K̂/κ̂u, and the latter Z`-module

is torsion free, it follows that K̂fin/κ̂u,fin is torsion free too, thus ∆∩ κ̂u,fin is trivial. But then
by Pop [P3], Proposition 40, 3), it follows that for “many” valuations v ∈ Vκu one has:

∆ ⊂ Ûv and v maps ∆ injectively into K̂v and therefore, v(xxx) 6= 1, etc.

To 2) and 3): Both follow immediately from assertion 1) and the fact that pt defines Vκt
uniquely, thus in particular, Φ maps the set {Tv ⊂ Zv | v ∈ Vκt} bijectively onto itself. �

B) Recovering the rational quotients

For readers sake, we first recall a few basic facts from Pop [P3] as systematized in [P4].
Let K|k be a function field with k algebraically closed, and D be a set of prime divisors of
K|k. We denote by TD ⊆ ΠK the closed subgroup generated by all the Tv, v ∈ D, and set
Π1,D := ΠK/TD, and call it the fundamental group of D. In the case D = DK|k is the set of all
the prime divisors of K|k, we denote Π1,K := Π1,DK|k , and call it the birational fundamental
group of K|k. We say that D is geometric, if there exists a normal model X → k of K|k such
that D = DX is the set of Weil prime divisors of X. (Note that if D is geometric, we can
always choose X with D = DX and X quasi projective.) For D = DX geometric, there exist
canonical projections Π1,D → Π1(X) and Π1,D → Π1,K . Further notice that the Weil divisor
group, respectively divisor class group, Div(D) := Div(X), Cl(D) := Cl(X), depend on D
only and not on the specific X. Recall that by Pop [P3], section 3, especially the discussion

starting at Remarks 19, we have the following: Let v : K̂ → Hom(Tv,Z`) ∼= Z` be the `-adic
dual of Tv ↪→ ΠK , and setting D := ⊕v v, consider the resulting canonical exact sequence
of `-adically complete Z`-modules:

1→ ÛD−→ K̂
̂ D−→ D̂iv(D) −→ Ĉl(D)→ 0,

where ̂D is the `-adic completion of D and the other morphisms are canonical. It turns

out that ÛD is the `-adic dual of Π1,D, and that the isomorphy type of ÛD and Ĉl(D) can
10



be recovered from ΠK endowed with (Tv)v∈D only. The geometric set D is called complete

regular like if Π1,K = Π1,D and for all geometric sets D̃ ⊆ D one has that Ĉl(D̃) ∼= Ĉl(D)⊕Zr`
with r := |D̃\D|. Further, a subgraph DK ⊂ Dtot

K is called a geometric complete regular like
decomposition graph for K|k, if it satisfies the following:

i) For every vertex v of DK , the set Dv of non-trivial edges of DK originating at Kv is
complete regular like.

ii) For every vertex Kv, the trivial edge at v belongs to DK , and every maximal path of
oriented edges has length d = td(K|k).

Recall that by Pop [P3], Proposition 22, there exists a group theoretical recipe by which one
can decide whether a decomposition graph GDK ⊂ GDtot

K
is complete regular like. Let GDK

be complete regular like, and D be the set of its 1-vertices, and Div0(D) ⊂ Div′(D) be the
preimages of the maximal divisible, respectively `-divisible, subgroups Cl0(D) ⊆ Cl′(D) of
Cl(D). Since Cl′(D)/Cl0(D) is a prime to ` torsion group, one has Div0(D)(`) = Div′(D)(`).

1

Further, this subgroup of Div(D)(`) is a birational invariant of K|k which does not depend
on the concrete complete regular like decomposition graph GDK , and therefore, the preimage

LDK ⊂ K̂ of Div′(D)(`) in K̂ –which depends on K|k only, and not on DK . We denote

ÛK := ÛD and call LK := LDK the canonical ÛK-divisorial lattice of GDK . On the other hand,

by [P3] Proposition 23, LDK ⊂ K̂ can be recovered from GDK ⊂ GDtot
K

up to multiplication by

`-adic units ε ∈ Z×` , thus its image Div′(D)(`) in Div(D) can be recovered from GDK ⊂ GDtot
K

up to multiplication by `-adic units ε ∈ Z×` as well. Further, if K : K× → K̂ is the `-adic
completion homomorphism, by Pop [P3], Proposition 23, one has that LK is the unique

divisorial ÛK-lattice which contains K(K×)(`). Finally, the recipes to recover the above
invariants of K|k from GDK ⊂ GDtot

K
are invariant under isomorphisms of total decomposition

graphs Φ : GDtot
K
→ HDtot

L
, where L|l is a further function field with l algebraically closed.

Remark 3.2. Let K : K× → K̂ be the `-adic completion homomorphism. Then for every

divisorial ÛK-lattice L′K := ε · LK for K|k there exists a unique ε′ ∈ Z×`/Z
×
(`) such that

ε′ · K(K×) ⊂ L′K , and if so, then ε/ε′ ∈ Z×(`). Further one has the following:

1) For u ∈ K× let u ∈ Z(`) · K(u) and uuu ∈ Z` · u be non-trivial (hence in particular, u
is non-constant). Then for every prime divisor v of K|k the following hold: u ∈ Uv
iff u ∈ Ûv iff uuu ∈ Ûv. And if so, then v

(
K(u)

)
6= 1 iff v(u) 6= 1 iff v(uuu) 6= 1 in K̂v.

Therefore, the following sets of prime divisors are equal:

a) Vu := {v | u ∈ Uv and v
(
K(u)

)
6= 1}

b) Vu := {v | u ∈ Ûv and v(u) 6= 1}
c) Vuuu := {v | uuu ∈ Ûv and v(uuu) 6= 1}

and these sets are equal to Vκu := {v | v is trivial on κu}. And by Proposition 3.1, 1),
any of the following: u ∈ K× satisfying a), or u ∈ Z(`) · K(K×) satisfying b), or
uuu ∈ Z` ·K(K×) satisfying c), enables one to recover the (group theoretical) geometric
1-dimension quotient Φκu : ΠK → Πκu .

2) Let u ∈ K be a non-constant function. Then κu|k is a function field in one variable,
hence it has a unique complete normal model Xu → k, which is a projective smooth

1Recall that for every abelian group A we denote A(`) := A× Z(`).
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curve over k. Thus the set of all the prime divisors of κu|k is in bijection with
the closed points of Xu, hence the total prime divisor graph of κu|k coincides with
the unique complete regular like prime divisor graph for κu|k. Correspondingly, the
same is true for the total decomposition graph and the unique complete regular like

decomposition graph, which we denote by Gκu . We denote by Ûκu ⊂ Lκu the group

of global units, respectively the canonical divisorial Ûκu-lattice for κu|k.

3) In the above notations, one can recover Gκu form GDtot
K

endowed with the group
theoretical 1-dimension quotient Φκu : ΠK → Πκu be as follows: Let v be a prime
divisor of K|k. Then v ∈ Vκu iff v is non-trivial on κu iff Φκu(Tv) ⊂ Πκu is non-
trivial. And if so, and vα is the restriction of v to κu, then Φκu(Tv) ⊆ Tvα is an
open subgroup, and moreover, Tvα is the unique maximal pro-cyclic subgroup of Πκu

which contains Φκu(Tv). Conversely, for every prime divisor vα of κu|k there exists
some prime divisor v ∈ Vκu which restricts to vα, thus Φκu(Tv) ⊆ Tvα is non-trivial.
Since for all prime divisors vα of κu|k one has Tvα = Zvα , it follows that the above
procedure recovers Gκu from GDtot

K
endowed with the group theoretical 1-dimension

quotient Φκu : ΠK → Πκu .

• Moreover, the above procedure not only recovers Gκu , but also recovers the morphism
of total decomposition groups Φκu : GDtot

K
→ Gκu defined by the group theoretical 1-

dimension quotient Φκu : ΠK → Πκu .

4) Next, if DK ⊂ Dtot
K is complete regular like, Φκu : GDK → Gκu is divisorial in the

sense of Pop [P3], Definition/Remark 31 and Proposition 40, because Φκu originates
from the embedding of function fields κu|k ↪→ K|k. And the Kummer morphism

φ̂κu : κ̂u → K̂ maps Ûκu ⊂ Lκu injectively into ÛK ⊂ LK . Thus by loc.cit. 5) and

the discussion above, it follows that L′κu := ε · Lκu is the unique divisorial Ûκu-lattice

for κu|k which is mapped by φ̂κu into L′K = ε · LK . Moreover, since ΠK → Πκu is

surjective, it follows that L′K/L′κu ⊂ K̂/κ̂u are torsion free.

5) The fact that a 1-dimensional quotient Φκu : GDtot
K
→ Gκu is an abstract rational quo-

tient of GDtot
K

in the sense of Pop [P3], section 5, B), and/or Pop [P4], Definition 5.2, is

equivalent to the fact that κu is a rational function field by Pop [P3], Proposition 41.
On the other hand, κu|k is a rational function field if and only if the inertia groups

(Tvα)vα generate Πκu if and only if Ûκu = 1. These equivalent conditions are encoded
in GDtot

K
endowed with Φκu : ΠK → Πκu and are equivalent to the fact that K(κ×u )(`)

is the canonical divisorial Ûκu-lattice for κu|k.

6) The elements x ∈ K such that κx = k(x), for short general elements of K, are quite
abundant in K. Indeed, by the discussion from Pop [P3], Fact/Definition 43, for all
u, u′, u′′ ∈ K× with u, u′ algebraically independent, u′ separable, the following hold:

a) au′ + u is a general element of K for almost all a ∈ k.

b) u′′/(au′ + u) is a general element of K for almost all a ∈ k.

Construction 3.3. In the notations from Remark 3.2 bove, we construct inductively two
increasing sequences (Σn)n and (L′n)n as follows:

Step 1: Recall that Proposition 3.1, 2) above, gives a recipe to recover the 1-dimensional
k0-rational (group theoretical) quotients Φκt : ΠK → Πκt . Further, by Remark 3.2 above,
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especially 5), among all the Φκt , one can single out the ones which are rational quotients
Φκx = Φκt for some x ∈ K and κt = k(x). Note that for these rational quotients we have
κt = k(x), but x does not necessarily lie in k0(X) itself, but in K! (The latter happens if
and only if the relative algebraic closure κ0,t of k0(t) in k0(X) is the function field of a curve
X0,t of genus zero having no k0-rational points.) We define Σ1 to be the set of these rational
quotients Φκt = Φκx of ΠK with κt = k(x) for some x ∈ K as above.

For every Φκx ∈ Σ1, let L′κx = ε · K(κ×x )(`) be the unique divisorial lattice for Gκx which is

mapped by φ̂κx into L′K . We then let L′1 ⊂ L′K be the Z(`)-submodule generated by all the

images φ̂κx(L′κx) ⊂ L
′
K , Φκx ∈ Σ1, and notice that by Remark 3.2, 4) and 5), we have:

L′1 ⊆ ε · K(K×)(`) ⊆ L′K .

Step (n+ 1): Now supposing that Σn and L′n ⊆ ε · K(K×)(`) ⊆ L′K are constructed, we
proceed as follows: For every non-trivial u ∈ L′n, let u ∈ K×(`) be such that u ∈ Z(`) ·K(u), and

Φκu : ΠK → Πκu be the 1-dimensional quotient defined by u as indicated at Remark 3.2, 1)
above. By Remark 3.2, 5), we can recover the fact κu|k is a rational function field from GDtot

K

endowed with Φκu . Define Σn+1 to be the set of all such rational quotients Φκx : ΠK → Πκx .
We also notice that by the discussion at Remark 3.2, 4) and 5), it follows that for every
Φκx ∈ Σn+1 one has that L′κx = ε · K(κ×x )(`) is the unique divisorial lattice for κx|k such that

φ̂κx(L′κx) ⊂ L
′
K , and therefore φ̂κx(L′κx) ⊂ ε · K(K×)(`) ⊆ L′K . Finally, let L′n+1 ⊆ L′K be

the Z(`)-submodule generated by the all the images φ̂κx(L′κx), Φκx ∈ Σn+1, and notice that
L′n+1 ⊆ ε · K(K×)(`). And obviously, Σn ⊆ Σn+1 and L′n ⊆ L′n+1 for all n ≥ 1.

Next let Φ ∈ Autc
U0

(
ΠK) be a fixed automorphism. By Proposition 3.1, 3), it follows that

Φ gives rise to an isomorphism Φ : GDtot
K
→ GDtot

K
, thus maps each complete regular like

decomposition graph GDK for K|k onto a complete regular like decomposition graph, say

GEK , for K|k. Thus by Pop [P3], Proposition 30, 2), the Kummer morphism φ̂ : K̂ → K̂ of

Φ maps ÛK ⊂ K̂ isomorphically onto itself, and there exists εΦ ∈ Z×` such that φ̂ maps LK
onto the multiple εΦ · LK . Thus replacing Φ by ε−1

Φ ·Φ, we can and will suppose that φ̂ maps

LK onto itself, and therefore φ̂ maps each L′K := ε · LK isomorphically onto itself as well.

Lemma 3.4. In the above notations, let x, y ∈ K\k. Then one has:

1) The automorphism Φ maps the divisorial subgroups Tv ⊂ Zv, v ∈ Vx isomorphically
on the divisorial subgroups Tw ⊂ Zw, w ∈ Vy if and only if Φ

(
ker(Φκx)

)
= ker(Φκy).

2) Suppose that Φ
(
ker(Φκx)

)
= ker(Φκy). Then the abstract isomorphism of profinite

groups Φκx,κy : Πκx → Πκy induced by the automorphism Φ : ΠK → ΠK defines an

(abstract ) isomorphism of decomposition graphs Φκx,κy : Gκx → Gκy whose Kummer

isomorphism satisfies φ̂κx,κy(L′κy) = L′κx.

Proof. For every divisorial subgroup Tv ⊂ Zv of ΠK and its image Φ(Tv) = Tw ⊂ Zw = Φ(Tv)
under Φ, one has the following, see e.g., Pop [P3], Remark 26:

a) φ̂ maps Ûw isomorphically onto Ûv.

b) φ̂ maps ker(w) isomorphically onto ker(v).

In particular, v ∈ Vκx iff x ∈ Ûv and v(x) 6= 1 iff y ∈ Ûw and w(y) 6= 1 iff w ∈ Vκy . Thus
by Proposition 3.1, 1) above, using a), b) above, we conclude that {Tv ⊂ Zv | v ∈ Vx} is
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mapped isomorphically onto {Tw ⊂ Zw | w ∈ Vy} iff φ̂ maps κ̂y,fin isomorphically onto κ̂x,fin.

On the other hand, by taking `-adic duals, we conclude that φ̂ maps κ̂y,fin isomorphically
onto κ̂x,fin iff Φ

(
ker(Φκx)

)
= ker(Φκy). This concludes the proof of assertion 1).

For the proof of assertion 2), notice that by 1) one has: Φ maps {Tv ⊂ Zv | v ∈ Vx}
isomorphically onto {Tw ⊂ Zw | w ∈ Vy}. Further, by Remark 3.2, 3), we have: Let v ∈ Vκx
be given, and vα be the restriction of v on κx. Then Φ(Tv) = Tw for some prime divisor w of
K|k such that Φκy(Tw) = Φκx,κy

(
Φκx(Tv)

)
, thus Φκy(Tw) is non-trivial, because Φκx(Tv) is so,

and Φκx,κy is an isomorphism. Therefore, the restriction wβ of w to κy is non-trivial. Further,
since Φκx,κy is an isomorphism, and Tvα is the unique maximal pro-cyclic subgroup of Πκx

containing Φκx(Tv), it follows that Φκx,κy(Tvα) is the unique maximal pro-cyclic subgroup of
Πκy which contains Φκy(Tw). We conclude that Φκx,κy(Tvα) = Twβ . Thus Φκx,κy : Gκx → Gκy
is an (abstract) isomorphism of decomposition groups. Finally, one has φ̂κx(L′κx) ⊂ L

′
K and

φ̂κy(L′κy) ⊂ L
′
K . Since φ̂ ◦ φ̂κy = φ̂κx ◦ φ̂κx,κy , it follows that L′′κx := φ̂κx,κy(L′κy) is a divisorial

lattice for κx|k such that

φ̂κx(L′′κx) = φ̂κx
(
φ̂κx,κy(L′κy)

)
= φ̂

(
φ̂κy(L′κy)

)
⊂ φ̂(L′K) = L′K .

Thus φ̂κx(L′′κx) ⊂ L
′
K and by the uniqueness of L′κx with the property that φ̂κx(L′κx) ⊂ L

′
K ,

it follows that L′′κx = L′κx . Thus we conclude that φ̂κx,κy(L′κy) = L′′κx = L′κx , as claimed. �

Proposition 3.5. In the above notations, let Σ := ∪nΣn. Then one has:

1) If k0 is infinite, Σ consists of all the rational quotients Φκx : GDtot
K
→ Gκx of GDtot

K
.

2) Every Φ ∈ Autc
U0

(
ΠK) is compatible with the rational quotients of GDtot

K
, i.e., for

every Φκx ∈ Σ there exists Φκy and an isomorphism Φκx,κy : Gκx → Gκy such that
Φκy ◦ Φ = Φκx,κy ◦ Φκx.

Proof. We first claim that for every n > 0 and every Φκx ∈ Σn there exists some Φκy ∈ Σn

such that Φ
(
ker(Φκx)

)
= ker(Φκy) and φ̂(L′n) = L′n. We prove that by induction as follows:

n = 1: Recall that Σ1 consists of all the rational quotients Φκt : GDtot
K
→ Gκt of GDtot

K
which

are defined by projections pt : ΠK → ΠU0
as indicated in Proposition 3.1. For every such

Φκx , it follows by loc.cit. that Φ
(
ker(Φκx)

)
= ker(Φκx). Hence by Lemma 3.4, it follows that

φ̂
(
φ̂κx(L′κx)

)
= φκx(L′κx), and therefore it follows that φ̂(L′1) = L′1.

n⇒ (n+ 1): By the induction hypothesis, we have φ̂(L′n) = L′n, and by the construction of

L′n one has L′n ⊂ ε · K(K×). Thus ∀ x ∈ L′n ∃ y ∈ L′n such that φ̂(x) = y. Now if x, y ∈ K×
are such that x ∈ Z(`) · K(x) and y ∈ Z(`) · K(y), let Φκx and Φκy be the 1-dimensional
quotients defined by κx and κy as indicated at Remark 3.2, 3). Then by loc.cit., 1), and
reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 3.4, 1), it follows that {Tv ⊂ Zv | v ∈ Vx} is mapped
by Φ isomorphically onto the {Tw ⊂ Zw | w ∈ Vy}. But then by Lemma 3.4, it follows
that there exists an (abstract) isomorphism of decomposition graphs Φκx,κy : Gκx → Gκy
such that Φκx,κy ◦ Φκx = Φκy ◦ Φ, and the Kummer morphism φ̂κx,κy : κ̂y → κ̂x of Φκx,κy

satisfies φ̂κx,κy(L′κy) = L′κx . In particular, Φκx is a rational quotient iff Φκy is so. Thus we

conclude that Φ defines a bijection Σn+1 → Σn+1 via ker(Φκx) 7→ ker(Φκy), provided y = φ̂(x)
and x ∈ Z(`) · K(x) and y ∈ Z(`) · K(y). And notice that if ker(Φκx) 7→ ker(Φκy), then
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φ̂
(
φ̂κy(L′κy)

)
= φ̂κx(L′κx). Thus since L′n+1 is generated by all the φ̂κx(L′κx) with Φκx ∈ Σn+1,

as well as by all the φ̂κy(L′κy) with Φκy ∈ Σn+1, we get: φ̂(L′n+1) = L′n+1, as claimed.

Thus in order to complete the proof of Proposition 3.5, we proceed as follows: First, if
k0 is a finite field, then assertion 2) above is proved already in Pop [P4], Proposition 5.3.
Therefore, from now on we will suppose that k0 is infinite. We show that Σ := ∪nΣn consists
of all the rational quotients. First, since each Σn is a set of rational quotients, it follows
that all Φκx ∈ Σ are rational quotients of GDtot

K
. Thus it is left to prove that if x ∈ K is a

general element, i.e., κx = k(x), then Φκx ∈ Σ. In order to do so, we notice that if (ai)i is a
system of generators of the k0-vector space (k,+), then (ai)i is a system of generators of the
k0(X)-vector space (K,+), because K = k(X) = k0(X)k.

Let x = a1t1 + · · ·+antn ∈ K for some a1, . . . , an ∈ k and t1, . . . , tn ∈ k0(X) be an element
of K. We prove by induction on n that if x is a general element of K, then Φκx ∈ Σn.

First, if n = 1, the assertion follows by Proposition 3.1 and the definiton of Σ1.

Second, let x = a1t1+· · ·+an+1tn+1 ∈ K be a general element of K, where a1, . . . , an+1 ∈ k
and t1, . . . , tn+1 ∈ k0(X) are all non-zero. If some tn+1 is constant, thus tn+1 ∈ k, then
x′ := x−an+1ta+1 satisfies k(x′) = k(x), thus x′ is a general element of K, x′ = a1t1+. . . antn.
Thus we are done by the induction hypothesis and the definitions of Σn and L′n. Hence
without loss of generality, we can suppose that t1, . . . , tn+1 are non-constant. Next, suppose
that x−aiti and ti are algebraically dependent over k for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1. Then we have
x− aiti ∈ κt, where t := ti, thus x ∈ κt as well. Hence we must have κt = k(x), because x is
by hypothesis a general element of K, and by the definition of Σ1, it follows that Φκx ∈ Σ1.
Hence Φκx ∈ Σn+1, because Σ1 ⊆ Σn+1. Finally, suppose that x−aiti and ti are algebraically
independent over k for all i = 1, . . . , n+ 1. Since x is a general element, it follows that x is
separable in K, i.e., x is not a p = char(k) power in K. Hence there exits some ti which is
separable in K. Thus after a renumbering, we can suppose that t1 is separable in K, and
by Remark 3.2, 6) above, one has: t := at1 + tn+1 and x/t are general elements of K for
almost all a ∈ k0. Since x = (a1 − aan+1)t1 +

∑
1<α≤n aαtα + an+1(at1 + tn+1) we get:

y := x/t− an+1 = (a1 − aan+1)t1/t+
∑

1<α≤n aαtα/t =: b1t
′
1 + . . . bnt

′
n

where b1 := a1 − aan and bα := aα for 1 < α ≤ n, and t′α := tα/t for all α. Since x/t is a
general element, so is y := x/t−an+1. Thus by the induction hypothesis, we have Φκy ∈ Σn.
And since t ∈ k0(X) is a general element, it follows that Φκt ∈ Σ1 by the definition of Σ1.
Thus since Σ1 ⊆ Σn, one finally has Φκy ,Φκt ∈ Σn. But then by the definition of L′n it

follows that φ̂κt(L′κt) = η · K(κ×t ) and φ̂κy(L′κy) = η · K(κ×y ) are contained in L′n. Therefore,

η·K(x) = η·
(
K(y+an+1) K(t)

)
lies in L′n. Since x is a general element of K, or equivalently,

Φκx is a rational quotient of GDtot
K

, it follows by the definition of Σn+1 that Φκx ∈ Σn+1. This
concludes the proof of the fact that all rational projections Φκx of GDtot

K
lie in Σ = ∪nΣn. �

4. Concluding the proof of Theorem 1.1

A) Proof of assertion 1)

First recall that by the discussion from the Introduction, one has a canonical embedding
Autc

(
ΠVX

)
↪→ Autc

U0

(
ΠK

)
. Therefore, it is sufficient to prove that the representations ρc

VX :

Galk0 → Autc
(
ΠVX

)
and ρc

VX : Galk0 → Autc
U0

(
ΠK

)
are injective, respectively surjective.
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a) ρc
VX : Galk0 → Autc

(
ΠVX

)
is injective.

Indeed, without loss we can suppose that X is quasi-projective, and let X ↪→ PNk0
be a

k0-embedding. By base change to k = k0, we get an embedding X ↪→ PNk . Let σ ∈ Galk0

be non-trivial. Then there exist general hyperplanes H ⊂ PNk such that H ∩X 6= Hσ ∩X.
Since H is general, it follows that Hσ is general, and H ∩X and Hσ ∩X are ample prime
Weil divisors of X. Therefore, there exist functions u ∈ K whose pole is a non-zero multiple
of H ∩X, thus σ(u) has as pole divisor the same non-zero multiple of Hσ ∩X. Thus letting
U be the complement of the divisor of u in X, we have: The field extensions Kn := K[n

√
u ]

are unramified over U for all n = `e, e ≥ 1; and correspondingly, Kσ
n := K[n

√
σ(u) ] are

unramified over U
σ

for all n = `e, e ≥ 0. Since Kσ
n is the σ-conjugate of Kn (under any

prolongation of σ to K ′), it follows that σ acts non-trivially on ΠK .

b) ρc
VX : Galk0 → Autc

U0

(
ΠK

)
is surjective.

Let Φ ∈ Autc
U0

(
ΠK) be given. Then Proposition 3.5 above, Φ defines an isomorphism

GDtot
K
→ GDtot

K
which is compatible with all the rational quotients Φκx : GDtot

K
→ Gκx . Hence by

the Main Theorem from Pop [P3], Introduction, it follows that there exists an isomorphism
of fields φ : K i → K i and some `-adic unit ε ∈ Z×` such that ε ·Φ is defined by φ, i.e., if φ′ is

some prolongation of φ to K ′, then ε · Φ(g) = φ′−1g φ′ for all g ∈ ΠK . We will prove that φ
maps k0(X)i onto itself, and the restriction of φ to k0(X)i is a power of Frobenius. In order
to do so, for t ∈ k0(X), consider the projection pt : ΠK → ΠU0

defined by ıt : k0(t0)→ k0(X),
t0 7→ t. Let ∆ := ker(pt), and Kt ⊂ K ′ be the fixed fied of ∆. Then the following hold:

a) Kt = K[(t′n, t
′′
n)n] with t′n

n = t and t′′n
n = t− 1, where n = `e, e ≥ 0.

b) Φ : ΠK → ΠK is compatible with pt, thus Φ(∆) = ∆. Equivalently, φ(K i
t) = K i

t.

On the other hand, if u := φ(t) ∈ K i, then setting u′n := φ′(t′n), u′′n := φ′(t′′n) one has:
u′n
n = u, u′′n

n = u− 1 for all n = `e, e ≥ 0, and φ′(K i
t) = K i[(u′n, u

′′
n)n]. Thus we conclude:

K i[(t′n, t
′′
n)n] = K i

t = φ′(K i) = K i[(u′n, u
′′
n)n].

Next recall that for t ∈ K we definite by κt ⊂ K the relative algebraic closure of k(t) in
K, and by κi

t ⊂ K i the pure inseparable closure of κt.

Claim 1. One has κi
t = κi

u, thus φ maps κi
t onto itself. Further, κi

t[(t
′
n, t
′′
n)n] = κi

u[(u
′
n, u

′′
n)n].

Equivalently, we have to prove that u = φ(t) and t are algebraically dependent over k. By
contradiction, suppose that this is not the case, hence u and t are algebraically independent
over k. Then there exists a transcendence basis T of K i|k of the form T = (t1, . . . , td) with

t1 = t and t2 = u. Thus letting l := k(t) be the algebraic closure of k(u), it follows that
Li := K il is the pure inseparable closure of a function field L over l having (t2 = t, . . . , td)
as a transcendence basis. Since t′n, t

′′
n ∈ l for all n, one has that φ′(Kt) ⊂ K i

t ⊂ lK i = Li.

But then u′n, u
′′
n ∈ Li for all n = `e, hence t

1/n
2 = u′n ∈ L for all n = `e, contradicting the fact

that L is a function field over l with the transcendence basis (t2, . . . , td). This concludes the
proof of the first assertion of Claim 1. For the last assertion, by Kummer theory, one has:
Since K i[t′n, t

′′
n] = K i[u′n, u

′′
n], there there exist rij and θ, η ∈ K i such that t = ur00(u−1)r01θn,

t − 1 = ur10(u − 1)r11ηn and r00r11 − r10r01 relatively prime to `. On the other hand, since
t, u ∈ κt, it follows that θn, ηn ∈ κi

t. Thus since κi
t ⊂ K i is relatively algebraically closed, it

follows that θ, η ∈ κi
t. This concludes the proof of Claim 1.
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Now suppose that t ∈ k0(X) is a general element of K, i.e., k(t) ⊂ K is a relatively
algebraically closed subfield —thus k(t)i ⊂ K i is relatively algebraically closed in K i. [Recall
that the general elements t ∈ k0(X) of K are quite abundant, as they generate k0(X).]
Since φ : K i → K i is an isomorphism, if t ∈ k0(X) is a general element of K, then setting
u := φ(t) ∈ K i, one has that k(u) is relatively algebraically closed in φ(K), and k(u)i is
relatively algebraically closed in K i. In particular, by Claim 1 above and has: If t ∈ k0(X)
is a general element of K, and u := φ(t), it follows that

k(t)i = φ
(
k(t)i

)
= k(u)i.

Claim 2. The restriction of φ to k0(X)i is a power of Frobenius.

Indeed, first let t ∈ k0(X) be a general element, and u = φ(u) ∈ k0(X)i. Then by the
discussion above, one has k(t)i = k(u)i. Therefore, t is algebraic purely inseparable over k(u),
and u is algebraic purely inseparable over k(t). Equivalently, since k is algebraically closed,
thus perfect, it there exist e ≥ 0, a, b, c, d ∈ K such that up

ε
= (at−b)/(ct−d), where ε = e or

ε = −e. Therefore, (u−1)p
ε

= up
ε−1 = (at−b)/(ct−d)−1 =

(
(a−c)t−(b−d)

)
/(ct−d). We

notice that t = 0, 1,∞ are the only places of k(t)i ramified in k(t)i[(t′n, t
′′
n)n], and u = 0, 1,∞

are the only places of k(u)i ramified in k(u)i[(u′n, u
′′
n)n]. On the other hand, by Claim 1 we

have that κi
t[(t
′
n, t
′′
n)n] = κi

u[(u
′
n, u

′′
n)n], and since k(t)i = k(u)i by the discussion above, it

follows as well that k(t)i[(t′n, t
′′
n)n] = k(t)i[(u′n, u

′′
n)n]. Therefore, up

ε
= (at − b)/(ct − d) and

(u − 1)p
ε

=
(
(a − c)t − (b − d)

)
/(ct − d) have zeros and poles only at t = 0, 1,∞, thus

up
ε ∈ {t, 1

t
, 1 − t, 1

1−t ,
t−1
t
, t
t−1
}. In particular, a direct verification shows that φ6(t) = tp

6ε
,

i.e., the restriction of φ to k(t)i is the mth power of Frobenius, where m = 6ε.

Second, let s, t ∈ k0(X) be algebraically independent general elements. By Claim 1) one
has that φ maps κi

s+t isomorphically onto itself, and κst isomorphically onto itself, thus the
same is true for the 6th power φ6 of φ. On the other hand, by the discussion above one has:
φ6(t) = tp

m
and φ6(s) = sp

l
for l = 6η, where η ∈ Z depends on s. Thus φ(s+t) = tp

m
+sp

l
is

algebraic over k(s+t), and since s, t are algebraically independent, it follows that m = l, thus
ε = η. Let us set φ0 := Frob−ε ◦ φ. Then one has that φ0(t) ∈ {t, 1

t
, 1− t, 1

1−t ,
t−1
t
, t
t−1
} and

φ0(s) ∈ {s, 1
s
, 1− s, 1

1−s ,
s−1
s
, s
s−1
}. Recall that by Claim 1) one has that φ(s+ t) is algebraic

over k(s + t), and φ(st) is algebraic over k(st), thus the same is true correspondingly for
φ0(s + t) and φ0(st). Finally, a case by case analysis (unfortunately, there are 14 cases to
analyze, but the level is undergrad algebra!) shows that the only possibility for φ0 is to
satisfy: φ0(s) = s and φ0(t) = t. Letting t, s ∈ k0(X) run through all pairs of general
elements which are algebraically independent over k0, we have: Since k0(X) is generated
by general elements, it follows that φ0 is the identity on k0(X). Thus we conclude that
φ = Frobε on k0(X)i. This concludes the proof of Claim 2.

Coming back to the proof of assertion 1) of the Theorem 1.1, in the above notations
we have: For the given φ, let φ0 := Frob−ε ◦ φ. Then φ0 is the identity on k0(X)i and
therefore, φ0 is uniquely determined on K = k(X) by its restriction τ := (φ0)|k ∈ Galk0 .
Since ρc

VX : Galk0 → Autc
U0

(
ΠK) is injective, this concludes the proof of assertion 1).

Language: If Φ = ρc
VX (τ), i.e., τ ∈ Galk0 and Φ : ΠK → ΠK is the automorphism defined

by the prolongation of τ to K = k(X), we will simply say that Φ is defined by τ .

B) Proof of assertion 2)
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Let ΦV := (ΦX′)X′ ∈ Autc
(
ΠV
)

be given. Let X, Y in V be such that VY ≺ VX as defined
in the Introduction before Theorem 1.2. Then the dominant k0-map X → Y gives rise to
an embedding of function fields k0(Y ) ↪→ k0(X), thus to K := k(X) ↪→ k(Y ) =: L as well.
Further, if VX = {Ui}i ∪ {U0} and VY = {Vj}j ∪ {U0}, by the discussion before Theorem 1.1

from the Introduction, by taking limits over (ΦUi)i and (ΦVj)j, we get ΦK ∈ Autc
U0

(
ΠK

)
and

ΦL ∈ Autc
U0

(
ΠL

)
, which are compatible with the canonical projection p

KL
: ΠK → ΠL defined

by the dominant k0-map X → Y . Now suppose that ΦK is defined by some τ ∈ Galk0 . We
claim that ΦL is then defined by τ too. Indeed, one has commutative diagrams:

ΠK

ΦK−→ ΠK ΠK
id−→ ΠKyp

KL

yp
KL

yp
KL

yp
KL

ΠL

ΦL−→ ΠL ΠL
Φ−→ ΠL

where the first commutative diagram is the one defined by ΦV := (ΦX′)X′ ∈ Autc
(
ΠV
)

as
explained above, whereas the second one is obtained from the first one by composing ΦK

and ΦL with the automorphisms of ΠK , respectively ΠL, defined by τ−1. On the other hand,
since L ↪→ K is a k-embedding of function fields, it follows that the image of ΠK → ΠL is
open in ΠL, and that the restriction of ΦL to this open subgroup of ΠL is trivial. We thus
conclude that ΦL is trivial too, as claimed.

To conclude the proof of assertion 2), we proceed as follows: We first fixe some X ∈ V
with dim(X) > 1, and set K := k(X). For any given ΦV = (ΦX′)X′ ∈ Autc

(
ΠV
)
, let

ΦVX ∈ Autc
(
ΠVX

)
be the “restriction” of ΦV to ΠVX . Then by assertion 1) of the Theorem

proved above, it follows that ΦVX defines a unique ΦK ∈ Autc
U0

(
ΠK

)
, and that ΦVX and

ΦK are defined by a unique τ ∈ Galk0 . We claim that ΦV is actually defined by τ as well.
Indeed, let Y ∈ V be arbitrary. Since V is connected, it follows by the definitions that there
exist m > 0 and Xi in V such that X0 = X, X2m = Y and for all 0 ≤ i < m one has:
dim(X2i+1) > 1, and VX2i

,VX2i+2
≺ VX2i+1

. We prove by induction on m that ΦY equals

the image of τ in Autc
(
ΠY

)
. Indeed, for every Xj let Lj := k(Xj) be the function field of

Xj := Xj ×k0 k and Ψj ∈ Autc
(
ΠVXj

)
↪→ Autc

U0

(
ΠLj

)
be defined by the restriction of ΦV

to VXj . Then reasoning as above, the dominant k0-maps X2i+1 → X2i, X2i+1 → X2i+2 give
rise to k-embeddings of function fields L2i|k ↪→ L2i+1|k, L2i+2|k ↪→ L2i+1|k, thus to open
projections ΠL2i+1

→ ΠL2i
, ΠL2i+1

→ ΠL2i+2
which are compatible with Ψ2i+1 and Ψ2i, Ψ2i+1

and Ψ2i+2, respectively.

For m = 1 we have: Since dim(X1) > 1, by the discussion above it follows that if Ψ1 is
defined by some τ1 ∈ Galk0 , then Ψ0 = ΦK is defined by τ1 as well. On the other hand, ΦK

is defined by τ , thus τ1 = τ . Further, since X1 → X2 = Y is dominant, it follows by the
discussion above that if Ψ2 is defined by some τ1 = τ as well.

Now proceeding by induction, suppose that Φ2m−2 is defined by τ . Since by hypothesis
we have dim(X2m−1) > 1, it follows by the above discussion that we have: First, Ψ2m−1 is
defined by some τ2m−1 ∈ Galk0 , then so is Ψ2m−2, thus conclude that τ2m−1 = τ . Second, if
Ψ2m−1 is defined by τ , so is Ψ2m. Thus since ΦY is defined by ΦL via the canonical projection
ΠL → ΠY , we conclude that ΦY is defined by τ .

The proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete.
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5. Proof of Theorem 1.2

We first notice that assertion 2) follows from assertion 1) in the same way as assertion 2)
of Theorem 1.1 was deduced from assertion 1) of Theorem 1.1. Therefore we will not repeat
this standard arguments, but rather give the proof of assertion 1) of Theorem 1.2.

A) Absolute Galois theory of quasi prime divisors

Let K|K be an algebraic closure of K and GK = AutK
(
K
)

be the absolute Galois group

of K. For valuations v of K, and their prolongaions v to K, let Tv ⊆ Zv denote the
inertia/decomposition group of v in GK . By general decomposition theory we have: All the
prolongations v of a fixed v are GK-conjugated, thus all the inertia/decomposition groups
Tv ⊆ Zv are conjugated. Further, if L|K is a sub-extension of K|K, and w := v|L is the
restriction of v to L (thus w is one of the prolongations of v to L), then w := v is one of
the prolongations of w to L = K, and Tw ⊆ Zw are the intersection of Tv ⊆ Zv with GL.
Further, if L|K is Galois, then denoting by Tw|v ⊆ Zw|v the inertia/decomposition groups of
w in Gal(L|K), it follows that Tw|v ⊆ Zw|v are precisely the images of Tv ⊆ Zv under the
canonical surjective projection GK → Gal(L|K).

In the above notations, suppose that L|K is a finite Galois extension, and let L′ ⊂ L′′

be the maximal pro-` abelian, respectively abelian-by-central, sub-extensions of K|L, and
Πc
L → ΠL be the corresponding canonical projections. Then one has:

a) L′|K and L′′|K are Galois extensions, and the canonical projections Πc
L → Πc

K and
pL : ΠL → ΠK have open images.

b) The images of the inertia/decomposition groups Tw ⊆ Zw of w in ΠL under the
projection pL : ΠL → ΠK are open subgroups of Tv ⊆ Zv respectively.

Next, by general valuation theory, in the above notations one has: v is a (quasi) prime
r-divisor of K|k iff w is so for L|k. Further, since the total (quasi) decomposition graphs
GDtot

K
⊆ GQtot

K
of K|k can be recovered from Πc

K → ΠK endowed with all the projections

pt : ΠK → ΠU0
, we conclude that the total (quasi) decomposition graphs GDtot

L
⊆ GQtot

L
of

L|k can be recovered from Πc
L → ΠL endowed with Πc

K → ΠK .

Key Lemma 5.1. In the above notations, for L|K finite Galois, consider the action of
Gal(L |K) on the subsets of ΠL defined by the conjugation. Then for every generalized quasi
divisorial subgroup Tw ⊆ Zw of ΠL one has: Zw|v ⊆ Gal(L |K) is precisely the stabilizer of
Tw ⊆ Zw in Gal(L|K).

Proof. For g ∈ Gal(L |K) arbitrary, consider the prolongation wg := w ◦ g of v to L. Then
wg is a generalized quasi prime r-divisor of L|k. And since every generalized quasi prime
divisor of L|k is uniquely determined by its decomposition group, we have: Zw = Zwg iff
w = wg iff g ∈ Zw|v. Now suppose that g ∈ Zw|v. Then by the functoriality of decomposition
theory as briefly explained above, there exists a preimage g′ ∈ Gal(L′|K) of g which lies in
the decomposition group Zw′|v of some prolongation w′ of w to L′. But then w′ ◦ g′ = w′,

hence g′−1Zw′|vg
′ = Zw′|v, thus also g′−1Zw′|wg

′ = Zw′|w, because Zw′|w ⊆ Zw′|v is a normal
subgroup. Thus conclude that g stabilizes Zw := Zw′|w. In the same way, if g 6∈ Zw|v, then
wg 6= w, thus Zwg 6= Zw. Then reasoning as above, if g′ is some preimage of g in Gal(L′|K)
and w′g := w′ ◦ g′, then w′g is a prolongation of wg to L′, thus Zw′|w =: Zw 6= Zwg := Zw′g |wg .

On the other hand, Zw′g |w = g′−1Zw′|wg
′, thus we conclude that Zw 6= Zg

w, as claimed. �
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Remarks 5.2. As a corollary of the Key Lemma 5.1 above we have a description of the
inertia/decomposition groups of generalized quasi prime divisors v inGK as follows: Let Li|K
be an inductive family of finite Galois sub-extensions of K|K such that K = ∪iLi. Then GK
is the projective limit of the projective surjective system of finite groups Gi := Gal(Li|K).
And if v|v are as above, and vi := v|Li for every i, then Tv ⊂ Zv is the projective system of
all the Tvi|v ⊆ Zvi|v. Therefore we have:

1) Giving a compatible system (vi)i of generalized quasi prime divisors of (Li)i above
v, i.e., such that vi = vj|Li for all Li ⊆ Lj (and v = vi|K), is equivalent to giving a
compatible system (Zvi)i of generalized quasi divisorial subgroups in (ΠLi

)i, i.e., such
that the canonical projection pLjLi : ΠLj

→ ΠLi
maps Zvj into Zvi for all Li ⊆ Lj

(and pLi : ΠLi
→ ΠK maps Zvi into Zv).

(∗) Giving the compatible system (vi)i with v = vi|K is equivalent to giving a prolonga-
tion of v of v to K which is defined by v|Li := vi.

2) For v ↔ (vi)i as above, the decomposition groups Zvi|v ⊆ Gi are precisely the
stabilizers of Zvi in Gi. And (Zvi|v)i is a surjective projective subsystem of (Gi)i,
which has Zv ⊂ GK as a projective limit. Thus one can recover Zv ⊂ GK from the
system of group extensions 1→ ΠLi

→ Gal(L′i|K)→ Gal(Li|K) = Gi → 1 endowed
with (Zvi ⊂ ΠLi

)i.

3) Concerning the description of the inertia group Tv ⊆ Zv one has: Tv ⊆ Zv is the
unique maximale solvable subgroup of Zv, and Tv has the following structure: The
ramification subgroup Vv ⊂ Tv is non-trivial iff char(Kv) > 0. If so, then Vv is the
unique non-abelian Sylow subgroup of Tv, and if Vv is a pro-p-group then v is a quasi

prime r-divisor of K|k if and only if Tv/Vv ∼= (Ẑ/Zp)r.
4) One has a canonical exact sequence of the form 1 → Tv → Zv → GKv → 1, where

Kv|kv is the residue function field of v. In particular, v is maximal among the quasi
prime divisors of K|k iff Kv = kv iff GKv is trivial iff Zv = Tv iff Zv is prosolvable.

5) We finally notice that the canonical projection pLi : GLi → ΠLi
maps Tvi ⊆ Zvi onto

Tvi ⊆ Zvi for all Li. In particular, pK : GK → ΠK maps Tv ⊆ Zv onto Tv ⊆ Zv.

Next let Φ : GK → GK be an automorphism of GK . Since (GLi)i is the system of all the
open normal subgroups of GK , it follows that Φ maps each GLi isomorphically onto some
GMi

, where (Mi)i is just a degree preserving permutation of the (Li)i.

6) Since the kernels of the canonical projections pc
K : GK → Πc

K and pK : GK → ΠK

are characteristic in GK , it follows that Φ gives rise to isomorphisms Φc
K : Πc

K → Πc
K

and ΦL : ΠK → ΠK such that Φ is the abelianization of Φc.

7) Moreover, if L|K is one of the Li|K, and M |K is the corresponding Mi|K, the
same is true correspondingly for each of the canonical projections pc

L : GL → Πc
L,

pL : GL → ΠL, and pc
M : GM → Πc

M , pM : GM → ΠM . Moreover, Φ : GK → GK gives
rise to isomorphisms Φc

L : Πc
L → Πc

M , ΦL : ΠL → ΠM which satisfy: Φc
L◦pc

M = Φ◦pc
M ,

respectively ΦL ◦ pL = Φ ◦ pM .

8) If pc
L : Πc

L → Πc
K and pL : ΠL → ΠK are the canonical projections, then pc

K = pc
L ◦ pc

L

and pK = pL ◦ pL, and correspondingly for M |K. Finally Φc
L and ΦL are compatible
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with pc
L and pc

M , respectively, pL and pM , i.e., one has commutative diagrams:

(∗)
Πc
L

Φc
L−→ Πc

M ΠL

ΦL−→ ΠMypc
L

ypc
M

ypL ypM
Πc
K

Φc

−→ Πc
K ΠK

Φ−→ ΠK

9) Since ΦLi is the abelianization of Φc
Li

, by the characterization of the quasi r-divisorial
subgroups, see Pop [P4], especially Proposition 3.5, one has: Let Tvi ⊆ Zvi be a
quasi r-divisorial subgroup for Li|k. Then ΦLi(Tvi) ⊆ ΦLi(Zvi) is a quasi r-divisorial
subgroup of ΠMi

, say equal to Twi ⊆ Zwi for some quasi prime divisor wi of Mi|k.
Let v, w be the restrictions of vi, wi to K, respectively. Then pLi(Tvi) ⊆ pLi(Zvi)
are open subgroups in Tv ⊆ Zv, respectively, and pLi(Twi) ⊆ pMi

(Zwi) are open
subgroups in Tw ⊆ Zw. And ΦK : ΠK → ΠK maps Tv ⊆ Zv isomorphically onto
Tw ⊆ Zw.

10) Performing the above steps for every finite Galois extension Li|K and the correspond-
ing Mi|K, it follows that the isomorphism ΦLi|K : Gal(Li|K)→ Gal(Mi|K) induced

by Φ maps the stabilizer of Zvi in Gal(Li|K) isomorphically onto the stabilizer of
Zwi in Gal(Mi|K). Thus taking limits we get: If the system (vi)i is compatible, say
defining a prolongation v of v to K, then the system (wi)i is compatible as well,
and defines a prolongation w of w to K, and Φ maps Tv ⊆ Zv isomorphically onto
Tw ⊆ Zw.

B) Proof of assertion 1) of Theorem 1.2

The proof uses in an essential way Theorem 1.1. Reasoning as in the proof of asertion 1) of
Theorem 1.1, we instantly see that assertion 1) of Theorem 1.2 is equivalent to the fact that
for every Φ ∈ AutU0

(
GK

)
there exists an automorphism φ of K which is trivial on k0(X)

and defines Φ by g 7→ φ
−1
g φ for all g ∈ GK . Note that if φ exsits, then φ is unique, because

char(k) = 0, thus k0(X) ↪→ K is an Galois extension.

• Let Φ ∈ AutU0

(
GK

)
be given.

First recall that since the kernels of the homomorphisms GK → Πc
K → ΠK are characteris-

tic, one has canonical homomorphisms Aut
(
GK

)
→ Aut

(
Πc
K

)
→ Aut

(
ΠK

)
, and furthermore,

the image of Aut
(
GK

)
→ Aut

(
ΠK

)
equals the image of Out(GK) → Aut

(
ΠK

)
, and these

images are contained in Autc
(
ΠK

)
. And obviously, directly from the definition it follows

that since Φ ∈ AutU0

(
GK

)
, its image Φ ∈ Autc

(
ΠK

)
lies actually in Autc

U0

(
ΠK

)
. Hence

by Theorem 1.1, 1), it follows that there exists (a unique) τ ∈ Galk0 which defines Φ, i.e.,
there exists ε ∈ Z×` such that if φ is a prolongation of τ to K = k(X) and φ′ is a prolongation

of φ to K ′, then ε · Φ(g) = φ′−1g φ′ for all g ∈ ΠK . Thus letting Φτ be any prolongation
of φ′ to K, it follows that Φτ ∈ AutU0

(
GK

)
equals ρVX (τ) up to inner GK-conjugation, and

Φ ◦ Φ
−1

τ has a trivial image in Autc
U0

(
ΠK

)
. Equivalently, by the definition of φ, it follows

that Φ◦Φ
−1

τ is the multiplication by ε−1 on ΠK . Thus replacing Φ by Φ◦Φ
−1

τ ∈ AutU0

(
GK

)
,

assertion 1) is equivalent to the following:

Main Claim. Let Φ ∈ Aut
(
GK

)
be such that its image Φ ∈ Aut

(
ΠK

)
is Φ = ε−1 · id for

some ε ∈ Z×` . Then Φ is the conjugation by some φ ∈ GK on GK, and in particular ε = 1.
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In order to prove the Main Claim, we first notice that by Remarks 5.2, 5), above, in the
notations from there it follows that for every generalized (quasi) prime r-divisor v of K|k
and some prolongation v to K one has: pK(Tv) = Tv and pK(Zv) = Zv. Thus denoting
by w and w the generalized (quasi) prime r-divisor K|k and its prolongation to K with
Φ(Tv) = Tw and Φ(Zv) = Zw one has: pK(Zw) = Φ(Zv) = ε−1 · Zv = Zv. We therefore
conclude that v = w, thus w is itself a prolongation of w = v to K. In other words, for
every generalized (quasi) prime divisor v of K|k, the automorphism Φ maps the conjugacy
class of inertia/decomposition groups T σv ⊆ Zσ

v , σ ∈ GK , onto itself.

Now let X → k be a projective smooth model of K|k (which exists by our hypothesis
that the characteristic is zero). Let U ⊂ X be a Zariski open subset. Then the maximal
Galois sub-extension KU |K of K|K which is unramified over U has Galois group isomorphic
to π1(U), thus topologically finitely generated. Hence for every bound N , there exist only
finitely many open normal subgroups ∆ ⊂ π1(U) such that |π1(U)/∆| ≤ N . Hence the
intersection ∆N := ∩

∆
∆ of all such ∆ is a characteristic subgroup of π1(U).

Using this we get: Let Li|K be a finite Galois extension, and let ULi ⊂ X be the open
subset over which Li|K is unramified. If Mi|K is the Galois extension corresponding to
Li|K under Φ, then [Li : K] = [Mi : K]. Further, by the discussion above, for v a prime
divisor of K|k defined by some Weil prime divisor of X one has: v is unramified in Li|K
iff the prime divisor w corresponding to v under Φ is unramified in Mi|K. On the other
hand, by the discussion above, one has v = w, hence we conclude that v is unramified in
Mi|K. Therefore, Gal(Mi|K) is a quotient of π1(ULi) and has order NLi := [Li : K]. Thus
GK → Gal(Mi|K) factors through GK → π1(ULi) → π1(ULi)/∆Li . Clearly, this is the case
for all the powers Φ

n
of Φ, thus finally ker

(
GK → π1(ULi)/∆Li

)
is an open subgroup of GK

which is mapped by Φ onto itself and is contained in GLi .

We conclude that there there exists an inductive system (Gµ)µ of open normal subgroups
of GK having ∩µGµ = 1 such that Φ(Gµ) = Gµ for all µ. For every Gµ, let Kµ|K be the
finite Galois sub-extension of K|K with GKµ = Gµ, hence K = ∪µKµ. Further, Φ gives
rise to a compatible system of automorphisms Φµ : Gal(Kµ|K)→ Gal(Kµ|K), and Φ is the
projective limit of the system (Φµ)µ.

To fix and simplify notations, let L := Kµ be fixed. Then Φ gives rise to a group auto-
morphism Ψ : ΠL → ΠL which together with the canonical group projection pr : ΠL → ΠK

give rise to an isomorphism Ψ : GDtot
L
→ GDtot

L
, respectively a quotient pr : GDtot

L
→ GDtot

K
, of

total decomposition graphs, and the Kummer isomorphism ψ : L̂ → L̂ attached to Ψ, and

the inclusion ı : K̂ → L̂ attached to pr, fit into the following commutative diagrams:

GDtot
L

Ψ−→ GDtot
L

K̂ ε−→ K̂ypr ypr yı yı
GDtot

K

ε−1

−→ GDtot
K

L̂
ψ−→ L̂

in which ε−1 and ε are the multiplication morphisms defined by ε−1 respectively ε, where
ε ∈ Z×` is the one introduced above in the Main Claim.

Claim. Ψ is compatible with rational quotients.
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Let Y → k be a projective normal model of L|k on which Gal(L|K) acts. Without loss of
generality, we can suppose that Y is complete regular like (in the sense of the discussion in
Remark 3.2, 4), and that the quotient X := Gal(Kµ|K)\Y of Y by Gal(Kµ|K) is a complete
regular model for K|k.

Let ũ ∈ L be such that its Gal(L|K)-conjugates (ũθ)θ are k-linearly independent. Let
t ∈ K be non-constant such that the pole divisor (ũ)∞ of ũ is contained in the pole divisor
(t)∞ of t, and t is not in the k-subspace generated by (ũθ)θ. Then for almost all c ∈ k, the
Gal(L|K)-conjugates uθ = θ(u) of u := ũ/t+ c ∈ L have the properties:

a) uθ are general element of L, i.e., κuθ := k(uθ) are relatively algebraically closed in L.

b) (uθ)θ are k-linearly independent.

c) The pole divisor of uθ is (uθ)∞ = (t)0 thus it lies in the image of Div(X)→ Div(Y ).

Next recall that denoting by P1
uθ

the projective uθ-line over k, the embedding k(uθ) ↪→ L is
defined by a k-rational map ϕθ : Y --->P1

uθ
, say with domain some open subset Uθ ⊂ Y . Notice

that if θ′ = τθ in Gal(L|K), then uθ′ = τ(uθ), and ϕθ′ = ϕτθ . Thus in particular, Uθ′ = U τ
θ .

Therefore, setting V := ∩θ Uθ, it follows that Gal(L|K) acts on V ⊂ Y , and all the rational
maps ϕθ are defined on V . Finally, since Y \V is Gal(Kµ|K)-invariant, after performing a
properly chosen sequence of Gal(Kµ|K)-invariant blowups and normalizing again, one can
suppose that V = Y , i.e., the rational maps ϕθ are actually morphisms ϕθ : Y → P1

uθ
. Now

since the geometric generic fiber of each ϕθ is integral –which is equivalent to the fact that
k(uθ) is relatively algebraically closed in L, it follows that the fibers of the k-morphisms
ϕθ : Y → P1

uθ
are geometrically integral on an open subset U ⊂ P1

uθ
. This means that for all

a ∈ U(k) the fiber Xθa ⊂ Y of ϕθ at uθ = a is a geometrically integral Weil prime divisors of
Y for each θ ∈ Gal(L|K). In other words, the Y -divisor of the function uθ− a is of the form
(uθ − a) = vθa − (t)0 with (t)0 in the image of Div(X)→ Div(Y ) and vτθa = vθ′a if θ′ = τθ in
Gal(L|K).

Now let K : K× → K̂ and L : L× → L̂ be the `-adic completion homomorphisms, and

recall that the canonical divisorial ÛL lattice LL ⊂ K̂ is the unique divisorial ÛL lattice in L̂

which contains L(L×). Further, for every divisorial ÛL-lattice L′L, there exists η ∈ Z×` unique
up to multiplication with rational `-adic units such that L′K has a non-trivial intersection
with η · K(K×), and if so, then η · K(K×) ⊆ L′K . And clearly, η · K(K×) ⊆ L′K if and only
if η · L(L×) ⊆ L′L.

Next recall that via p : ΠL → ΠK one gets a commutative diagram with exact rows:

1 → ÛK → K̂ div−→ D̂iv(X)(`) → Ĉl(X)yı yı ydivp
ycanp

1 → ÛL → L̂ div−→ D̂iv(Y )(`) → Ĉl(Y )

and that via Ψ one gets a commutative diagram with exact rows of the form:

1 → ÛL → L̂ div−→ D̂iv(Y ) → Ĉl(Y )yψ yψ ydivΨ

ycanΨ

1 → ÛL → L̂ div−→ D̂iv(Y ) → Ĉl(Y )

where divΨ is the canonical abstract divisor map defined by Ψ and canΨ is the canonical
isomorphism making the diagram commutative. We proceed as follows:
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Step 1. Since div
(
L(uθ−a)

)
= vθa− (t)0, and (t)0 lies in the image of Div(X)→ Div(Y ),

from the commutativity of the above diagrams, it follows that the divisor of ψ
(
L(uθ − a)

)
is of the form η · w − ε · (t)0 with w a prime divisor of L|k which is Gal(L|K)-conjugate to
vθa, and η ∈ Z×` . Since the conjugates of vθa are precisely all the vτa with τ ∈ Gal(Kµ|K), it
follows that w = vτa for some τ . Since vτa − (t)0 = (uτ − a) is a principal divisor, its image

in Ĉl(X) is trivial, hence the image of

η · w − ε · (t)0 = (η − ε) · vτa + ε ·
(
vτa − (t)0

)
= (η − ε) · vτa + ε · (uτ − a)∞

in Ĉl(Xµ) equals (η − ε)[vτa], where [vτa] is the image of vθa in Ĉl(Xµ). On the other hand,
vθa− (t)0 = (uθ − a) is principal and is the divisor of L(uθ − a), hence it has a trivial image

in Ĉl(X). Thus by the commutativity of the diagram above, it follows that (η− ε)[vτa] = 0.
Since [vτa] 6= 0, we conclude that η = ε. Therefore, we get:

ψ
(
L(uθ − a)

)
= ε ·

(
uuu L(uτ − a)

)
for some uuu ∈ ÛKµ . Notice that for a fixed θ, the elements τ as well as uuu could anteriori
depend on a ∈ U(k). We claim that actually for every θ there exists some τ such that
ψ
(
L(uθ − a)

)
= ε · L(uτ − a) for all a ∈ U(k) and ψ

(
L(κu

×
θ

)
)

= ε · L(κu
×
τ

). Indeed, since
the set of all the a ∈ U(k) is infinite, there exists τ ∈ Gal(L|K) such that the set

Στ := {a ∈ U(k) | ψ
(
L(uθ − a)

)
= ε ·

(
uuu L(uτ − a)

)
for some uuu ∈ ÛL

is infinite. For a fixed b ∈ k let x = L(uθ − b) and xxx := ψ(x). To simplify notations, for

a ∈ U(k) and θ, τ ∈ Gal(Kµ|K), let κθa be the residue field of vθa, and let θa : Ûvθa → κ̂θa
be the reduction homomorphism as introduced at the beginning of section 3. Further define

κτa and τa : Ûvτa → κ̂τa correspondingly. Then for all a ∈ U(k) with a 6= b one has: x is
a vθa-unit with vθa-residue equal to a − b ∈ k×. Thus θa(x) = 1. Now suppose that a ∈ Σ.
Then, if vτa is the prime divisor of Kµ|k corresponding to vθa under Ψ, one has commutative
diagrams of the form

Ûvθa
ψ−→ Ûvτayθa yτa

κ̂θa
φ̂θa−→ κ̂τa

where φ̂θa is defined by the residual isomorphism Φθa : ΠKvθa
→ ΠKvτa

. Hence θa(x) = 1

implies τa
(
ψ(x)

)
= φ̂θa

(
θa(x)

)
= 1 for all a ∈ Σ. Next recall that by the discussion at the

beginning of section 3, especially the proof of Proposition 3.1, for every yyy ∈ L̂fin\ κ̂uτ and
almost all a ∈ k one has: If vτa is the (unique) zero of uτ − a, then τa(yyy) 6= 1. In particular,

since x = L(uθ − a) ∈ LL ⊂ L̂fin and xxx := ψ(x) ∈ L̂fin satisfy τa(xxx) = τa
(
ψ(x)

)
= 1 for all

a ∈ Σ, it follows that xxx ∈ ε · LL ∩ κ̂uτ = ε · L(κu
×
τ

)(`). Since the set of all the x = L(uθ − b)
with b ∈ k generate L(κu

×
θ

), we conclude that ψ
(
L(κu

×
θ

)
)
⊆ ε · L(κu

×
τ

). By symmetry,

the opposite inclusion holds too, thus finally ψ
(
L(κu

×
θ

)
)

= ε · L(κu
×
τ

). Moreover, for all

a ∈ U(k) one has ψ
(
L(uθ − a)

)
= ε · L(uτ − a).

Step 2. Let z ∈ L be an arbitrary non-constant element. Let y ∈ K be a general element
in L such that the pole divisor of y contains the pole divisor of z. Then y + d is a general
element of L for all d ∈ k, and for almost all d ∈ k one has: z/(y + d) is a general element
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of L with pole divisor equal to the zero divisor (y+ d)0 of y+ d. Finally, if u = ũ/t+ c is as
considered above, then for almost all c, d ∈ k one has: x := (ũ/t + c)z/(y + d) is a general
element of L, its pole divisor is (t)0 +(y+d)0, thus it lies in the image of Div(X)→ Div(Xµ).
Further, the system of Gal(L|K)-conjugates (xρ)ρ of x is linearly independent over k. Thus
by the discussion from above, every xρ is a general element of L and for every ρ there exists
σ such that ψ

(
L(κx

×
ρ

)(`)

)
= ε · L(κx

×
σ

)(`). Since ψ is the identity on L(κ×t )(`) ⊂ L′K , and

z = x(t+ d)/u ∈ κx κt κu, we finally conclude that there exists τ, σ ∈ Gal(Kµ|K) such that:

ψ
(
L(z)

)
∈ ε ·

(
L(κxτ )(`) L(κ×t )(`) L(κu

×
σ

)(`)

)
⊂ ε · L(L×)(`).

Since z was arbitrary, we get ψ
(
L(L×)(`)

)
⊆ ε · L(L×)(`), thus ψ maps L(L×)(`) isomor-

phically onto ε · L(L×)(`). In particular, Ψ is compatible with rational projections, and
the Claim above is proved.

Coming back to the proof of the Main Claim, recall that by the main result of Pop [P3],
Introduction, it follows that there exists a unique field automorphism φL : L → L and a

unique η ∈ Z×` such that η ·Ψ is defined by φL, and in particular, ψ = η−1 · φ̂L on L̂. Since ψ

is the multiplication by ε on K̂ ⊆ L̂, it follows that η−1 · φ̂L is the multiplication by ε on K̂

too, hence φ̂L is the multiplication by ε η on K̂. Since φ̂L is the `-adic completion of a field
isomorphism, it follows that ε η = 1. Thus finally ε−1 ·Ψ is defined by the field isomorphism
φL of L, and φL is unique with this property.

Now let Kµ ⊆ Kν for some Gν ⊆ Gµ as in the Main Claim. Then reasoning as above,
one concludes that ε−1 · Φν is defined by a unique field K-automorphism φν of Kν , and
φµ = φν |Kµ . Thus finally the compatible system of K-automorphisms (φµ)µ give rise to a

K-automorphism φ of K defined by φ|Kµ := φµ and each φµ is defined by ε−1 · Φµ.

Finally, in order to conclude the proof of the Main Claim, let Φφ be the automorphism of

GK defined by the φ-conjugation. Then Φ ◦ Φ
−1

φ is an automorphism of GK which induces

on every ΠKµ
the multiplication by ε−1 for the fixed given ε ∈ Z×` independent of Kµ. We

claim that ε = 1. Indeed, let K̃ := K(`) be the maximal pro-` sub-extension of K|K. Then
by a standard argument it follows that the automorphism of GK(`) := Gal(K̃|K) defined by

Φ ◦ Φ
−1

φ maps every g ∈ GK(`) to its power gε
−1

. From this easily follows that ε = 1. This
concludes the proof the the Main Claim, thus of assertion 1) of Theorem 1.2.
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